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Allied F-35s operating around the world stand as the most 
recognized symbols of the United States’ effort to strengthen 
modern coalition airpower. In a world where modern, capable 
threats are proliferating, these fifth generation fighters are a key 
tool for U.S. and allied leaders as they work to ensure shared 
interests are defended. Due to its revolutionary capabilities, 
the potential for the F-35 is far more expansive than any other 
combat aircraft built to date. However, to fully harness the 
attributes of both U.S. and allied F-35s, it is crucial to ensure 
aircraft interoperability.

This paper outlines the challenges, from both a technical 
and policy vantage, to F-35 integration and provides a path 
forward based on the following areas: improving technical 
communications and data sharing, improving allied tactics 
through smart disclosure and training, and building better 
coalition maintenance and sortie generation practices. The 
paper concludes with a vignette describing a future conflict 
demonstrating how an integrated allied F-35 force might fight—
with interoperability standing as a vital attribute.

As allied political and military leaders make decisions 
regarding the future of the F-35, they must understand the 
long-term importance of promoting interoperability. As far as 
the U.S. is concerned, this includes ensuring that security and 
policy barriers do not strands as impediments towards this goal.
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Introduction

“We [the United States] depend on an 
integrated coalition fighter force operating the 
F-35 in order to counter near peer adversaries 
with advanced surface and air defenses.” 1

– Air Force Lt Gen Jeffrey Harrigian, 
former director, F-35 integration office

“[Interoperability is] the ability to operate 
in synergy in the execution of assignments, or 
the ability to act together coherently, effectively, 
and efficiently to achieve tactical, operational, 
and strategic objectives”.2

– Joint Publication 3-0, Joint Operations

This paper addresses opportunities to 
improve F-35 interoperability between the 
United States and its allies who are acquiring 
the F-35 fifth generation fighter aircraft. 

After an extended development 
and fielding period, the F-35A, 
the F-35B, and the F-35C have 
achieved initial operational 
capability (IOC) as part of 
the U.S. military’s combat 
aircraft inventory, but delayed 
improvements have prevent-
ed integration opportunities 
with partners and allies. In 
recognizing this current short-

coming, U.S. Air Force leadership has 
declared that interoperability improvement 
is now a main priority for the F-35 going 
forward. 

Despite Air Force Chief of Staff Gen 
David Goldfein championing this issue, and 
discussions continuing among U.S. military 
leaders and civilian Department of Defense 
(DOD) officials about how to improve inter-
operability, progress toward this objective 
has proved slow. Delays are in part due to 
a lack of understanding of the purposefully 
designed interoperable capabilities within 
the F-35, and to a degree, this is because the 

F-35 is a relatively new aircraft and combat 
system. Many of the technical documents 
of this program remain classified, but the 
potential for the F-35 is far more expansive 
than any other combat aircraft built to date. 

In order to improve understanding in 
both military and civilian circles of what 
exactly “interoperability” is and why it 
is necessary for the success of the F-35 in 
the years ahead, this paper will investigate 
three specific aspects of interoperability and 
recommend a path forward. Specifically, these 
lines of effort are: improving technical com-
munications and data sharing, improving 
allied tactics through smart disclosure 
and training, and building better coalition 
maintenance and sortie generation practices. 
This paper highlights these areas of focus 
not only for the F-35’s future success, but to 
improve U.S. and coalition combat airpower 
capability. Following an investigation of 
interoperability, this paper will lay out a 
hypothetical vignette that describes a future 
conflict where an integrated F-35 force fights 
in a manner that optimizes interoperability, 
and demonstrates how properly integrated 
coalition squadrons may prove vital to 
success in combat. 

To begin, the F-35 is a cornerstone of 
modern allied interoperability efforts that 
promise the high likelihood that any future 
coalition military operation will defeat 
adversary air defenses. Today however, this 
aircraft is limited in its potential by shortfalls 
in integration with other nations who are 
acquiring it. As Goldfein recently stated, the 
Air Force and the U.S. military have “bet the 
farm on the F-35 and the jury is still out.”3 Part 
of the rationale behind Goldfein’s statement 
is that he and other senior leaders recognize 
the F-35 is not optimally integrated among 
partner nations. 

While some F-35 partner nations are still 
in the early stages of acquiring the aircraft and 
incorporating it into their respective air forces, 
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a framework needs to be built so that the 
F-35 can fulfill its potential to strengthen the 
U.S. and allied military capabilities. The F-35 
has already achieved IOC with the U.S. Air 
Force (USAF), U.S. Marine Corps (USMC), 
the U.S. Navy (USN), and several partner 
nations are standing up their first squadrons. 
The time is right to build the foundation to 
optimize future interoperability, before the 
F-35 becomes more prolific in our allies’ 
military inventories. The strengthening of 
alliances and partnerships depends on the 
ability of the F-35 to work seamlessly among 
partner nation air forces. To accomplish 
this goal, the F-35 must be able to share 
information among formations of F-35s 

from various nations, with 
pilots employing congruent 
and validated tactics, and 
maintainers sharing common 
sortie generation practices.

Currently, F-35-equipped 
allies fall short in each of 
these areas. First, allied and 
partner militaries do not 
share information across 
the multifunction advanced 
data link (MADL) from one 
country’s F-35 to another as  
well as they could. Second, out-
dated and restrictive security 
policies prevent integrated 
training among allies with  
F-35s. Finally, well-intentioned 
security and safety concerns 

can prevent progress in joint and allied 
maintenance practices. Given the current 
poor state of F-35 interoperability among 
partners, it is incumbent on U.S. military 
leadership, leaders in the intelligence 
and national security communities, and 
leaders in Congress as well as partner and 
allied officials to remove barriers to F-35 
operational integration so that F-35 force 
projection and battle space awareness can be 

maximized. Additionally, decision makers 
must understand the importance of allied 
interoperability in future combat operations. 
The international F-35 program is a coalition, 
but it is one with no central directing 
authority. Decisions made by individual F-35 
partner countries affect the interoperability 
for all the partners. The need for immediate 
improvement in allied F-35 interoperability 
is particularly vital in light of the threats and 
challenges outlined in the December 2017 
National Security Strategy of the United States 
of America, and with the fiscal constraints  
that may reduce the planned U.S. procure-
ment of 2,443 F-35s bearing down.4 

The F-35 program has progressed 
rapidly in recent years as it has steadily 
entered the force structure, demonstrating 
great potential as a capable aircraft and 
joint operations force multiplier. As the 
first operator of the F-35, the U.S. Marine 
Corps declared IOC in 2015, and the U.S. 
Air Force followed in 2016. It was not long 
after the IOC declarations that operators 
and leaders alike saw the F-35’s potential in 
action. At Red Flag 17-1, which took place 
from January to February 2017, Air Force 
F-35s from Hill AFB, Utah’s 34th Fighter 
Squadron (FS) demonstrated a high level 
of lethality with an initially reported 15:1 
kill ratio in engagements, as well as the 
ability to improve fourth generation fighter 
survivability by their mere presence. Since 
the exercise, Air Force and Marine Corps 
leaders testified to Congress that the F-35’s 
kill ratio was in fact higher than the 15:1 
ratio reported at the time, with the F-35A 
achieving a 20:1 ratio at the event.5 Shortly 
after Red Flag 17-1, the 34th FS completed 
a European deployment, the F-35A’s first 
to the continent, demonstrating force 
projection capability and the ability to 
operate with international partners. Since 
this initial overseas deployment, both the 
Marine Corps and the Air Force have rotated 
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through the U.S. Indo-Pacific Command 
(INDOPACOM) area of operations as 
part of routine deployments, and have 
built confidence in the aircraft to carry out 
operations.  

As international involvement in the 
F-35 program has expanded, expectations 
have grown that it will fulfill the security 
needs of American taxpayers as well as 
meet the investment expectations of the pro- 

gram’s international partners. 
The DOD for its part has not 
wavered in its commitment to 
the program, and current F-35 
production and procurement 
goals make it the largest DOD 
acquisition program in the 
department’s history.6 Current 
plans call for the USAF to 
purchase 1,763 F-35As; the 
Marine Corps to purchase 
353 F-35B short take-off and 
vertical landing (STOVL) 
variants along with 67 F-35C 
carrier variants; and the 
Navy will buy 260 F-35Cs.7  
Additionally, nine partner 
countries and three foreign 
military sales (FMS) countries 
currently plan to purchase the 
F-35. These include: Australia, 

Canada, Denmark, Italy, the Netherlands, 
Norway, Turkey, the United Kingdom and  
the United States, as well as the FMS custo-
mers Israel, Japan, and the Republic of Korea  
(South Korea).8 For several of these count-
ries, the F-35 is one of the cornerstones of 
their respective defense plans in terms of 
monetary investment and prioritization, and 
if interoperability does not improve, the 
lost opportunity may cripple future combat 
capability. Many defense budget watchers 
have assessed that the U.S. F-35 objective 
inventory may decrease in the future too, 
based on fiscal constraints. But, if this was to 

occur, the United States would be forced to 
increase its reliance on international partner 
F-35 squadrons for necessary fifth genera-
tion aircraft capability in future coalition 
operations. 

Growing peer and near-peer threats 
around the globe show the need to capitalize 
on capability accrued by the F-35 program 
through interoperability. As described in the 
latest national security strategy, the U.S. and 
its allies are increasingly challenged by great 
powers who aim to expand their influence,  
and make smaller states pay the cost.9 The 
White House believes that great power 
competition has returned to the forefront of 
national security planning, with a resurgent 
Russia asserting itself on its periphery, and a 
Chinese military whose capacity and capabili-
ty is rapidly advancing. To counterbalance 
this threat, the new national security strategy 
states the U.S. will strengthen its “long-
standing military relationships and encour-
age the development of a strong defense 
network with our allies and partners.”10 
The DOD’s 2018 National Defense Strategy 
of the United States of America (NDS) 
similarly emphasizes the strengthening of 
existing relationships by reinvigorating and 
focusing America’s approach to alliances 
and partnerships in the Indo-Pacific and 
European theaters. 

In light of the global threat envi-
ronment, and in order to strengthen military 
relationships, America must ensure that it 
remains actively involved as a reliable training 
and security partner, as well as help allies 
modernize in order to deter and if necessary 
defeat aggression.

11
 According to former 

Secretary of Defense James Mattis, a primary 
means for achieving this is through bettering 
interoperability by training for high-end 
combat via multinational exercises.12 The 
F-35 is well-suited for this task, as it has 
been designed and “optimized for stealth, 
[which] will allow it to operate in threat 
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environments where the F-16 [for example] 
could not survive,” according to Air Force 
Lt Gen Jeffrey Harrigian, the former director 
of the F-35 integration office on the Air Staff, 
and currently the deputy commander of 
U.S. Air Forces in Europe-Air Forces Africa 
(USAFE-AFAFRICA).13 

As long as the U.S. continues to improve 
interoperability with allies flying the F-35, it 
will act as more than just a combat aircraft—
but an instrument to bring together milita-
ries and coalitions. However, this will not 
happen if the U.S. and its allies do not 
maintain a hard focus on integrating F-35 
systems, tactics, and capabilities in the years 
ahead. 

Technical Communication 
and Data Sharing

“Does it connect? Good. Does it share? 
Better. Does it learn? Perfect.”

–Air Force Chief of Staff Gen David Goldfein

One of the F-35’s core strengths is 
the aircraft’s enormous potential to collect, 
process, and share data and information. 
By advancing airborne and multi-domain 
integration between the U.S. and its F-35 allies, 

the platform’s incredible 
battlespace awareness and 
data sharing capability via 
its MADL can be better 
exploited. MADL is a ra-
dio waveform that serves 
as an information broker 
by formatting messages  
via "keys," and uses a fusion 
control node for passing 
data. Despite a clear 

foundational need, MADL communication 
among allies remains relatively unproven  
and is in continuing development.  

In order to better understand the 
challenges of MADL interoperability, a few 

technical details should be highlighted. To 
begin with, there are multiple prerequisites 
for the aircraft to communicate over MADL.  
First, the aircraft’s software programming, 
known as its operational flight program 
(OFP), must be compatible for aircraft to 
communicate. Differences in OFPs will 
not limit interoperability since all F-35 
countries will initially operate the “3F” OFP 
configuration, which is the combat capable 
software baseline (all 3F OFPs are backwards 
compatible). This software is critical to 
the jet’s full potential, as it enables flight 
control, radar, communications, navigation, 
electronic attack, sensor fusion, and other 
capabilities. Second, mission planners and 
pilots must configure onboard settings to 
enable compatibility, which is not a major 
challenge. 

While OFP compatibility and 
configurable settings fulfill two of the 
requirements, there are other limitations that 
must be addressed. The first major limitation 
comes from so-called “crypto keys” that are 
required to encrypt and transmit data secure-
ly between aircraft equipped with MADL. 
These keys are built in the United States, but 
there are currently no bilateral networks 
capable of sharing these keys. The network 
architecture to allow F-35 information 
sharing with allies is only now in its design 
phase, and fielding must be accelerated so that 
MADL keys (and other forms of classified 
information) can be easily be shared with 
American allies.

More foundational than the need for 
crypto keys though is the requirement for 
compatible mission data files (MDFs), which 
remains the biggest obstacle to increasing 
interoperability. MDFs provide a database 
for onboard sensors and inform how the 
F-35 will search for and classify threats and 
share information. While the MDFs are 
technically compatible (since their baseline 
is in the “3F plus” software block), each 
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F-35 partner country has a specialized MDF 
built by their programming labs. The time 
and resource burden to test the basic MDF 
function is enormous though. As a result, 
the interoperability test effort has lagged, 
and F-35-equipped allies must aggressively 
advocate for and implement a test plan for 
realizing connectivity across MADL in order 

to ensure that shared air and 
surface track data is of high-
fidelity quality and accuracy.

While the multiple re-
programming labs struggle to 
meet the MDF development and 
test deadlines, there are planned 
changes being urged along to 
improve data communication. 
One change that can be made 
with proper support is for all 
F-35 partners to agree on a 
common platform list (CPL) of 
possible surface and air tracks. 
MDFs contain a platform list 
of each emitter with a unique 

numerical “fusion entity number,” but the 
numerical identifiers do not match between 
MDFs built by different countries. The lack 
of a common reference creates a hazardous 
situation where an aircraft may wrongly 
interpret a fused identification, sent by a 
partner aircraft, misidentify a hostile aircraft, 
or worse—even commit fratricide.

Common platforms lists must match, 
because while there is no expectation that U.S. 

or allied and coalition F-35s will operate in a 
mixed four-ship formation at the flight group 
level, there is every expectation that F-35s will 
be tied together as adjacent groups, operating 
as distinct formations with the need to share 
data via MADL in order to locate and jam 
threats, and carry out other tasks. In Figure 
1, F-35 formations from the U.S., UK, and 
Italy, are shown operating together, using 
compatible MDFs so that threats passed 
across MADL between aircraft are correctly 
displayed by the receiving aircraft. 

While it is clearly in the best interest of 
all program participants to develop a CPL, 
progress is slow due to the many partners 
involved in the F-35 program, and the 
inherent slow speed of bureaucratic program 
administration in all governments. This is 
a case where, while the U.S. and its allies 
may fix the CPL issue, the systemic root 
cause is that there is no governing body 
to implement agreed upon and mutually 
beneficial standards for the F-35. This lack 
of a common standard, adhered to by all 
program partners, hurts the entire F-35 effort 
and degrades interoperability, undercutting 
its stated goal of being an international 
and interoperable combat aircraft program. 
Under a governing body to set these 
standards, each country would still retain 
the ability to run its program independently, 
but this approach could forward important 
design and operational decisions that could 
benefit all F-35 allies and partners. Due to 
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Figure 1: Three allied 
F-35 flight groups, 
connected via MADL. 
The U.S. four-ship 
is the “flight group,” 
the UK F-35s are an 
“adjacent group,” and 
the Italian F-35s are an 
“other group.” 
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the necessity of each country maintaining 
its overall acquisition priorities and national 
sovereignty, the current dynamic with regard 
to data sharing is effectively little more than a 
coalition of the willing among F-35 program 
participants. 

Again, the difficulty in getting 
agreement on a CPL is just an example of the 
lack of concurrence among the F-35 partners, 
and the difficulty inherent in doing what is 

best for the program because of the 
large number of interested parties. 
The F-35 program will likely find a 
solution to the lack of commonality 
among CPLs, but the issue 
highlights the difficulties in making 
progress on simple problems facing 
multi-national coalitions.

Seamless MADL connectivity 
is absolutely essential for the success 
of the F-35 in the long run, and allied 
warfighting writ large. A coalition 
F-35 offensive counter air (OCA) or 
suppression of enemy air defenses 
(SEAD) package will fall short 
of its capability without MADL 
connectivity, which allows accurate 
data passage of surface and air 
threat data and identifications (IDs) 
as well as surface threat geolocation. 
Additionally, connected adjacent 
flight groups would leverage  
the wide tactical formations of 
F-35s to greatly increase battlespace 
awareness. 

In conjunction with wide 
coverage of a conflict zone, MADL 
sharing, sensors, and fusion on the 
F-35 provides the capability to aid 

the introduction of a new warfare paradigm, 
by actualizing the concept of the “combat 
cloud.”14 Capitalizing on modern sensors, 
resilient data links, and other means to 
assure connectivity, this concept builds 
on the well-known observe, orient, decide, 

and act (OODA) loop to enable a flight of 
F-35s to complete the kill chain in such a 
timeframe that an adversary will not be 
able to build sufficient awareness of what is 
happening. This allows application of force 
inside an enemy’s decision cycle before they 
can react, maneuver, or protect defenses. In 
a dynamic targeting situation, a package of 
allied F-35s can rapidly find, fix, track, target, 
engage, and assess enemy targets (also known 
as the F2T2EA process) far quicker than a 
package of fourth generation fighter aircraft.  
Furthermore, an allied F-35 package can 
prosecute targets in a highly contested 
environment due to the survivability 
afforded the aircraft by stealth, electronic 
countermeasures (ECMs) and its multi-role 
offensive capabilities. Post attack, the F-35 
can provide real time battle assessments, and 
other tasks such as verifying a lack of electro-
magnetic emissions in a given area.  

Despite the tactical advantages of rapid 
kill chain prosecution inherent in the F-35, 
this aircraft is not a singular solution, but  
will serve as a vital element in next-generation 
aerial warfare. Mission success could be 
greatly enhanced by the F-35’s ability to 
participate as a critical node in the future 
combat cloud as an element of kill chain 
execution. Goldfein has described this rapid, 
cross-domain, sensor agnostic kill chain 
execution as a sort of second-generation 
OODA loop.15 As a node in a future combat 
cloud construct, the F-35 could also share 
air and ground threat positional data, 
and targeting information with coalition 
F-35s, fourth generation fighters, and other 
connected platforms across all domains. 

Eventual actualization of the combat 
cloud concept is vital to achieving decision 
advantage over other potential adversary 
nations, and their focus on informationized 
warfare.  For example, the Chinese People’s 
Liberation Army (PLA) now characterizes 
and understands modern warfare as a 
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confrontation between “opposing operatio-
nal systems” rather than merely opposing 
armies, according to a recent RAND 
Corporation report. Warfare to the PLA is 
no longer centered on the annihilation of 
enemy forces on the battlefield, but is won 
by the belligerent that can disrupt, paralyze, 
or destroy the operational capability of the 
enemy’s operational system. This can be 

achieved through kinetic and 
non-kinetic strikes against key 
points and nodes.16 Through 
the secure, jam, and detection-
resistant MADL network, the 
F-35 can counter an adver-
sary’s attacks on its operation-
al network and combat 
systems. When U.S. and 
allied command and control 
networks are disrupted, the 
F-35 can provide redundancy 

in a distributed command and control 
network, with the data sharing suite of the 
F-35 acting as a force multiplier to overcome 
network attacks.

Tactics and Training

“…Equally important is our ability to 
break down the barriers to aggressively sharing 
this picture and the information with our allies 
and partners. There is no greater confidence-
building measure than sharing the critical and 
timely information with our allies and partners 
needed for success on the battlefield.” 17

– Gen Goldfein

Given the increasing U.S. and allied 
focus on great power competition with 
advanced military capabilities, it is clearly 
not enough to achieve advanced MADL 
interoperability with the F-35 alone. The U.S. 
and its allies and partners must also step up 
tactical execution by sharing valuable lessons 
learned, and exercising proven tactics against 

robust threats to build a shared model for 
victory.

As Goldfein stated in February 2018, 
there is no better confidence building 
measure “than sharing critical information 
with our allies and partners needed for 
success on the battlefield.”18 However, current 
tactics disclosure policy does a disservice to 
U.S. allies and partner military forces who 
are often training against outdated threats. 
Furthermore, the guidelines for tactics 
disclosure do not align with the technology 
the U.S. has shared with its allies. Current 
rules governing tactics sharing do not align 
with the expected level of allied capability in 
combat, where U.S. and allied lives depend 
on military forces having the sharpest tactical 
advantage possible. 

The United States has already 
forged relationships that have increased 
interoperability of fourth generation fighters 
through tactics disclosure and coalition 
exercises. The U.S. and its allies can build 
on those practices. But the F-35 breaks 
new ground with its unprecedented level of 
technology sharing and the need to train 
at a higher classification level against more 
advanced threats. The U.S. is providing allies 
with the F-35 aircraft, and needs to follow 
through by sharing the technical knowledge 
and tactics, techniques, and procedures 
(TTPs) to use it as effectively as possible. 
With rapidly evolving military technology 
proliferating worldwide, the level of releasable 
tactics for U.S. allies and partners has lagged 
and must be re-baselined. 

The current DOD disclosure policy is 
outdated, especially with regard to the F-35 
program. The result is the continued use 
in teaching curriculums of un-survivable 
and unrealistic tactics, reinforcing negative 
lessons. This problem is systemic, because 
it starts at initial qualification training for 
F-35 pilots, where U.S. allies learn slightly 
watered-down mission tactics. This situation 
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is also very unfortunate because the United 
States now has over a decade of experience 
flying fifth generation stealth fighters, 
experience and lessons that the U.S. can and 
should share with trusted allies. Current 
“stove piped” DOD security policies, though, 
prevent optimized training among F-35 allies. 

At the same time, complicated, outdated 
F-35 special access program (SAP) restrictions 
are long overdue for overhaul, considering 
the damage they are causing to allied F-35 
interoperability efforts. With an appropriate 
reduction in SAP restrictions, F-35 partners 
would be able to access a common, relevant, 
advanced employment manual (AEM) to 
enable productive training. Beyond initial 
qualification training, the U.S. should provide 

our allies with continued support 
to answer basic questions regard-
ing topics such as best practices 
for mission planning software and 
avionics optimization.

With limited numbers 
of fifth generation aircraft in 
operation until the advent of 
F-35 sales to allied partners, this 
“over-classification” issue had 
been effectively side-stepped.  
But with mass production ramped 
up and F-35s now arriving in the 
inventories of allies and partners, 
the release guidelines for tactics 
must be revisited to optimize in-
tegration. Current DOD security 
disclosure mitigation measures 
are ineffective, and come at a huge  
cost to training, allied relation-
ships, and warfighting potential. 

If the U.S. continues to withhold 
effective TTPs, American allies will not be 
fully capable of providing mutual defense 
against common adversaries when needed 
most. Ultimately, the U.S. will have to 
share information with allies—regardless 
of outmoded DOD policy—in order to 

survive first contact with the enemy. It is 
wiser to take these steps in peacetime, to 
disclose information as needed on a limited 
basis, rather than hastily disclose tactics and 
intelligence on the eve of a conflict. This 
increased disclosure should be done soberly, 
with the understanding that we trust and 
depend on certain allies more than others. 
For example, the level of training at a top 
(so-called “tier one”) combat exercise will 
feature training in higher level tactics than 
ones which would be featured at a more 
inclusive, broader based exercise (such as 
a Red Flag-Alaska event, which frequently 
features participation from a range of U.S. 
allies and partners). With increased sharing, 
America and its allies can develop fourth and 
fifth generation fighter integration tactics 
and standards proactively. 

Coalition Maintenance
and Sortie Generation

While it is notable to strive for advanced 
MADL interoperability and shared TTPs, 
we should not overlook gains that could be 
easily reached through improving coalition 
maintenance and sortie generation capability. 

There are currently limited numbers of 
U.S. fighter aircraft and support personnel 
available for major combat operations. Across 
the fighter fleet since 1990, the U.S. has cut 
the number of air superiority and multi-role 
fighters from 3,444 to 1,570.19 The number 
of fighter squadrons has also been reduced 
from 134 to 55.20 This reduction in fighter 
aircraft has occurred with a corresponding 
reduction in maintainers and equipment.  In 
any “fight tonight” scenario with minimal 
time to gather and prepare forces, the need to 
maximize sortie generation is magnified. In 
the Asia-Pacific theater, F-35-equipped treaty 
allies (Australia, Japan, and South Korea) will 
operate a preponderance of the combined 
F-35 force. Likewise, in the European theater, 
Denmark, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, 

If the U.S. continues 

to withhold effective 

TTPs, American allies 

will not be fully capable 

of providing mutual 

defense against common 

adversaries when needed 

most. Ultimately, the 

U.S. will have to share 

information with allies—

regardless of outmoded 

DOD policy—in order to 

survive first contact with 

the enemy.
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Turkey, and the United Kingdom will operate 
the majority of European based F-35s.

With limited U.S. fifth generation air-
craft in the Pacific and Europe, and with plans 
to carry out distributed operations in a major 
conflict, the U.S. will by necessity have to 
rely on allies to perform basic maintenance, 
refueling, and weapons reloading. There are  
not enough U.S. personnel, spare parts, or 
maintenance equipment to service the expect-
ed dispersed flights of F-35s spread out to sever-
al bases across either Europe or the Asia-Pacific 
theaters. In order to promote basic integration, 
Air Force and DOD officials need to remove 
limitations that would prohibit a non-U.S. 

F-35 maintainer from performing 
basic maintenance, refueling, and 
weapons loading on U.S. F-35s. If 
this maintenance integration is not 
practiced in peacetime, wartime 
implementation will be carried out 
hastily. There is an urgent need for 
basic integration as the F-35 pro-
gram expands, and opportunities 
should be capitalized on in the con-
text of current exercises and deploy-
ments. Ultimately, the value added 
through integrated maintenance 
operations may contribute more to 
mission success than advanced tech-
nical and tactical integration.  

Envisioning a Potential Future
Coalition Air Operation

“…Prioritize ground, air, sea, and 
space forces that can deploy, survive, operate, 
maneuver, and regenerate in all domains 
while under attack. Transitioning from large, 
centralized, unhardened infrastructure to 
smaller, dispersed, resilient, adaptive basing 
that include active and passive defenses will 
also be prioritized.”21

– The 2018 National Defense Strategy of the 
United States of America

“In the near term, the stealth technology 
on our fifth generation platforms, the F-22 and 
F-35, is the price of admission into the fight. The 
lethal envelope of advanced air-defense systems 
continues to grow against our 4th Generation 
aircraft.”22

—Air Force Gen Mark Welsh, Former Chief of Staff

With a return to emphasizing great 
power competition in national security 
planning, the U.S. is preparing for rising 
tensions and a potential crisis abroad. It is 
not difficult to imagine a scenario where 
interoperability and closer allied integration 
could make a clear difference in the future. 

In one possible hypothetical scenario, 
a near peer revisionist power launches 
a cyberattack followed by an offensive 
campaign to forcefully annex an independent 
nation state allied with the U.S. In order to 
provide a shield for maneuvers and deter a 
response, the adversary employs an anti-
access area-denial (A2/AD) strategy which 
includes use of modern long-range surface-
to-air missiles (SAMs) as part of an integrated 
air defense system (IADS). The threat of, and 
then initial use, of precision ballistic missile 
attacks forces U.S. and coalition partners 
into a standoff basing scenario, where aircraft  
and assets must be stationed outside the 
threat range of these weapons.

The U.S.-led coalition then readies itself 
to counter this A2/AD barrier with a strategy 
that depends heavily on the fifth generation 
fighter force assembled in the region using 
dispersed basing operations. Fortunately, 
thanks to policies guided by the new national 
defense strategy, the United States has moved 
to update disclosure policies for its partners 
and allies, and has built transparent securi-
ty relationships to share intelligence data on 
potential threat systems. The coalition coun-
tries involved in this crisis have also exercised 
together against simulated high-end threats, 
using tactics that optimize lethality and sur-
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vivability. At the technical level, the U.S. Air 
Force led the effort to help validate and im-
prove MADL connectivity among F-35 part-
ners before the crisis broke out, and moved 
to establish smart data sharing contracts that 
maximized passage of date within reasonable 
disclosure limits.

During the opening hours of this hy-
pothetical conflict, coalition F-35s disperse 
to various multi-national bases where they 
are maintained and resupplied by coalition 
troops. These partner nations work hard to 

generate sorties with minimal 
required personnel, regardless of 
the country affiliation of the F-35 
on the ramp. Many of the main-
tainers, crew chiefs, and weapons 
loaders are cross-trained to aid es-
sential, routine functions for all 
U.S. fighter aircraft so they can 
support other variants that drop 
in to the base as well. For safe-
ty and security reasons, there is 
also at least one American main-
tainer at each location to oversee 
the maintenance on their own 
aircraft and perform sensitive 
“U.S.-only” functions.

Launching from dispersed 
bases, a coalition force of USAF 
F-35As, USMC F-35Bs, USN 
F-35Cs, and coalition partner 
F-35s form the core of the initial 

counter-IADS strike sorties. While fourth 
generation aircraft operate from stand-
off orbits due to the long reach of SAM 
systems, they support F-35 missions that are 
able to penetrate these long-range defenses 
and strike key IADS nodes. These strikes 
enable follow-on co-alition missions. The 
allied F-35 formations also use MADL to 
execute SEAD tasks across a wide offensive 
front. F-35s help geolocate and then map key 
IADS locations with their synthetic aperture 
radar (SAR) systems to generate targetable 

coordinates. Coalition F-35s seamlessly 
transmit locations and IDs of air and surface 
threats through MADL to complete the kill 
chain. These allied F-35 flights are able to 
successfully execute their missions with 
lower tactical risk, but still operate within 
acceptable levels of danger in order to sustain 
fewer losses. They are able to do so because of 
common understanding of fifth generation 
fighter TTPs, built over years of participation 
in high-end training exercises. Over the next 
several days of combat operations, the F-35s, 
integrated with other aircraft and weapon 
systems, degrade enemy IADS and begin to 
strike strategic targets for maximum effect 
on the enemy. 

After sortie completion, these F-35 
formations return to nearby coalition 
bases for refueling and reloading by allied 
maintenance teams, and F-35 pilots swap 
out with another pilot (from their respective 
country) for maximum sortie generation. 
Pilots are also able to complete minor updates 
to their aircraft mission file, such as inputs 
on new target locations and route points 
using a compact, deployable stand-alone 
version of the offboard mission planning 
system (OMS). 

Over the subsequent days of the air war, 
with critical elements of the enemy IADS 
negated, fourth generation aircraft are then 
able to move forward over enemy territory. 
Through stealth’s survivability advantages, 
the F-35s target the most lethal air and 
ground threats while passing off others to 
fourth generation aircraft. Because of the 
fused air and ground picture available to the 
F-35 pilots, they are able to advise and direct 
the flow of forces for maximum package 
lethality and survivability as the operation 
unfolds—dramatically enhancing the situa-
tional awareness of the entire combined force. 

As the above scenario demonstrates, 
beyond traditional fighter capabilities, the 
F-35 can provide redundancy in distributed 
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command and control networks to help 
mitigate network attacks. The data sharing 
suite of the F-35 (which will eventually prove 
a key element of the combat cloud) achieves 
a degree of force multiplication that is able to 

at least partially compensate 
for the dramatic reduction in 
operational combat aircraft 
forces and readiness that has 
saddled the Air Force, and 
the U.S. military services, 
since the passage of the 2011 
Budget Control Act.  

The ability to execute at a 
high level in combat with very 
little warning from dispersed 
bases is a powerful advantage, 
but it cannot be generated 
overnight. Accordingly, the 
U.S. and its partners and 
allies affiliated with the F-35 
must embark on the reforms 
identified in this paper as 

rapidly as possible—or risk having to learn 
these lessons in combat at a far higher price.

Conclusion
The F-35’s journey from concept to 

development and deployment has proved 
long and resource intensive. The worth and 
value of this aircraft will be proven, however, 
in its ability to make other systems even better 
by sharing and exploiting vital information 
in combat as never before. The F-35 has the 
capability to share high volumes of critical 
data, which makes it an important element of 
what will become the combat cloud, but the 
tactics, techniques, procedures, and practices 

of this approach need to be realistically tested 
and implemented.  

There are few DOD programs 
better postured than the F-35 to improve 
allied warfighting capability and overall 
relationships. However, an F-35 pilot will 
only be an effective force multiplier if F-35 
aircraft systems can communicate seamlessly 
with other F-35s, and other aircraft. Future 
F-35-equipped coalition forces must operate 
with common TTPs and a shared mental 
model achieved through high-end training 
and tactics disclosure.  

The United States has accepted a higher 
level of risk by selling advanced U.S. stealth 
and sensor technology to other nations, 
and trusting our allies not to disclose these 
capabilities. That trust is built on the mutual 
understanding that it is in our allies’ national 
interest to protect these capabilities.

The United States, likewise, needs to  
trust our allies with the intelligence, 
information, and proven best tactics and 
practices that were previously not releasable, 
so they can optimally employ the F-35 and 
provide value-added combat capability. With 
American F-35s dispersed worldwide, the 
U.S. is absolutely dependent on regional 
allied capacity and capability to succeed in 
future combat operations. To optimize allied 
F-35 interoperability, the U.S. must remove 
the security and policy barriers that inhibit 
this objective and smartly share intelligence, 
technical information, tactics, techniques, 
and operating procedures with our allies. 
Only by doing this will America see the 
true potential of the F-35 as a revolutionary 
combat capability.            ✪
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